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EuroTank
Amsterdam
Phoenix project
The Phoenix project at the site of EuroTank Amsterdam started the 6th
of September 2009 and reached, after one year and 11 months, the last
phase being the final touch.
The project consisted of a multi
discipline EPC contract, from detailed
engineering till commissioning for the
installations of tankpit, pipetracks,
pump platforms and the construction
of 4 tanks with a total capacity of
150,000m³.

The tanks are designed with cone
down bottom, open top and aluminium
dome. Inside the tanks an internal
floating cover with a complete double
wiper seal was installed. PCC carried
out all internal and external painting
works. ■

Partial jacking at
Oiltanking Singapore
The first client in 1992 for Verwater
Singapore was Oiltanking. During
a period of 15 years tanks have
been jacked due to settlement
problems.
Presently Verwater is carrying out
partial lifting works at several tanks for
annular plate replacements.
By lifting the tanks with external
jacking points to a height of only 400
mm, a well accessible environment is
created to re-level the outer part of the
tank foundation as well as for an easy
replacement of the annular plates.
This method improves both speed and
quality of the repairs. ■
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Multi discipline
project Argos
In a joint effort all disciplines within Verwater are carrying out
in close co-operation several projects at the Argos Terminal in
Rotterdam. This to construct 150,000 m3 storage capacity.
Verwater was awarded the contract for the total construction of product
pipelines from a manifold/pumpstation to two jetty’s. The order included
the civil works such as concrete pipe supports and bundwall crossings.
The pipe tracks consist of 10” pipes, 8” vapor recovery lines as well as
utility lines.
The manifold/pump station is designed with bridges on top from where
the manifolds are operated. The product-lines are suitable for pigging.
The pipe tracks are partly at ground level but also piled pipe bridges
were constructed to cross roads.
Around the tankpits 16 & 17 Verwater constructed the 12” fire water
lines.
Our painting department PCC also contributed to this project with their
painting and coating specialism. 14 pieces of Ø 25 meter tanks were
coated both externally and internally. The total quantity amounts up to
2 x 31,000 m2 of painting. Especially the internal coating was tested in
a model on tear and wear as these tanks were equipped with internal
floating roofs. Our client received after these tests the guarantee for
the used coating system (Novaguard 840) that the movements of the
floating roof would not affect the thickness of the paint layers. ■

Maintenance
contract at TEAM
Terminal

Abengoa Bioenergy
Netherlands

Beginning of 2009 Verwater received the order for major
tankmaintenance on tanks 901 and 902, both 80,000 m³ tanks.
Initially the works consisted of mechanical repairs on windgirders,
rolling ladder, spiral stair, top bridge and rooflegs. Further piping
repairs and conservation, civil works on the tankfoundation and
throughout the tankpit conservation works and E & I were part
of the scope.
After inspection of the tankbottoms it was clear that the complete
tankbottoms had to be replaced and that corrections in the annular
area of the foundation were necessary. For this last part partial lifting
was required. This meant a big expansion of the total contract, but due
to the fact that all the (extra) works are in-house activities of Verwater
these actions could easily be implemented in the original scope.
Finally the tank was internally coated by our painting division PCC. ■
Presently ABENGOA is constructing
a bio-ethanol plant in Rotterdam,
Europort Netherlands.
This expansion will double the
capacity for Abengoa Bioenergy in
Europe.
Next to the touching-up of about
1.5 km piping and painting
buildings, PCC is also coating
externally 10 tanks with capacities
of 4,400 m³ each. These painting
works are carried out by PCC as
a sub-contractor for Contrados Y
Desenos Industriales S.A. from
Spain. All piping works were done
by Verwater Mechanical. ■



Verwater
Amsterdam

Verwater Amsterdam presents
her commitment to safety
and environment at the
ongoing projects in industrial
standards.

ETA Amsterdam
Tankpit 8300
Despite weather conditions, the job
at ETA Amsterdam is progressing
as scheduled. The repair works on
tank T8310 is nearing completion
as presented below.

VOS Mechanical Rt part
of Verwater Group

The contract for tankpit 8300
includes the following activities:
Modifications on tanks T8302,
T8304, T8306, T8308 and T8310.
Replacements of top wall ring, top
stainless steel angle sections,
walkway supports and foamline
supports. ■

From the heart of the Dutch (petro)chemical industrial area in Rotterdam, Verwater offers an extended service.
The 29th October 2009 Verwater
announced the acquisition of the former
Vos Mechanical Rotterdam site location.
With this acquisition of a full operational
mechanical orientated organization,
Verwater is able to provide full service
to its current and acquired customers.

Verwater also entered with this acquisition also new customer fields in energy
production and chemical site maintenance operations. The strategic focus
on maintenance services related to
current and existing business is moved
from a tactical to an operational status.

All existing customers will be serviced
as usual and with this joint effort new
options for expanding the service
packages seems logical and will be
presented during the coming weeks.
For contacts please refer to the back
page of this Waterdrops issue. ■

New Technical
Services Centre
Verwater

The Verwater Quality
system goes digital
In most companies the ISO 9001 quality
system of Verwater was documented
as a hard copy manual. While the
Verwater activities are expanding on
the international market, the system
was not always easy accessible.
Today the access and updating of the
documentation has been automated
through the Microsoft Sharepoint
system, allowing us to act and
responsed quickly on problems and
opportunities.
The positive experiences will also
result in integral sharing of project

information through this Sharepoint
system in the future.
Our SHEQ department also introduced
their mascot “Jacky Splash” who
will
carefully
follow
all
SHEQ
developments. ■

In January Verwater will open her
new premises located half way
between Antwerp and Rotterdam in
Oud-Gastel. This new build with a
floor area of 2,000 m2 will be used
for maintenance, inspection and
certifying of our jacking systems.
Also our Research & Development
department will be located here.
This branch will facilitate a workforce of 12 employees. ■
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Heating coil installation;
show of piping technology
or Tanknology?
The installation of a heating coil in tank 1033 at Vopak Europort has been
an example of speed and efficiency. Total of 700 pieces 2” Fin-tubes
(5.8 m’ each), 376 pieces elbow (180º), 188 reducers (3” x 2”) and
440 meters 3” pipe were prefabricated and fitted inside the tank.
A well thought logistic approach and the elimination of a few handlings
together with the support of Verwater Tankconstruction resulted in a
project duration which will be hard to reduce in the future.
This Verwater project was a success as a result of efforts of all divisions
of Verwater involved. ■

Relocation of storage tank
at Prayon Rupel, Belgium
Verwaters’ customer Prayon in Rupelmonde, awarded Verwater
Belgium with a relocation contract of a 33 meter diameter
storage tank (10.000 m³) over a distance of 56 meter.
The entire project contains not only the relocation, but also
modification of the tankpit (liquid tight), repairs and painting of the
storage tank, according the Vlarem guidelines.
Next to all these activities, piping of the storage tank had to be
replaced by new ones, and a pump pit was constructed.
The new foundation of the storage tank was a piled concrete
foundation with piles of 9 m’ length.
To equalize the construction area, 4,300 m³ of existing ground was
replaced, and also re-used for the new bund walls.
And on top of that, a really tight schedule was imposed by Prayon.
With high accuracy, professionalism and good teamwork between
Verwater and Prayon, the tank was relocated successfully as planned. ■

Verwater France awarded with
the construction of 4 storage tanks
at Rubis Terminals
After a first successful project in
Rotterdam for Rubis Terminal in 2007,
new negotiations with Rubis resulted
in a new order for the construction
of several storage tanks. This time
Verwater France was awarded with
a contract for the construction of 2



storage tanks of 20,000 m³ capacity each
in Rouen, and two tanks of 5,000 m³ in
Dunkerque.
One of the leads to the award of this project
was the maintenance of two storage tanks
at the Dunkerque site of Rubis, executed by
Verwater France. The customer was satisfied

with the respected schedule, performed
quality, and established safety on this
project that they have full faith in the
awarded construction contract.
The Rouen project will take 12 months
of construction, and the Dunkerque
project 6 months. ■

Contacts
Bv Aannemingsbedrijf H. Verwater & Zonen
Verwater Tankbouw bv
Verwater Mechanical bv
Verwater Tankmaintenance bv
Verwater Middle East Ltd.
Bv Aannemingsbedrijf H. Verwater & Zonen
Vaste Inrichting Nigeria
Steenhouwerstraat 19, Hoogvliet Rt, The Netherlands
P.O. Box 48, NL-3190 AA Hoogvliet Rt
Tel. +31 (0)10.4165477 / Fax. +31 (0)10.4166753
e-mail: info@verwater.com
Verwater Belgium nv
Verwater Tankbouw B.V.B.A.
Protective Coatings Contractors B.V.B.A.
Rijkmakerlaan 34, B-2910 Essen, Belgium
Tel. +32 (0)3.6667263 / Fax. +32 (0)3.6664237
e-mail: info@verwater.com
Verwater Industrial Services
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
100 G Pasir Panjang Road, Singapore 118523
Tel. +65.67771059 / Fax +65.67771958
e-mail: verwater@pacific.net.sg
Verwater France
27 Rue Watteau, 59430 Saint Pol sur Mer, France
Tel. +33 (0) 614300485
e-mail: verwaterfrance@verwater.com

Verwater
tankconstruction
Hexion Pernis

Verwater U.S.A. LLC
225 S. 16TH Street
La Porte, TX 77571
Houston, USA
Tel. +1 281 520 1547
e-mail: c.box@verwater.com

In 2009 Verwater constructed 2 tanks at Hexion
Pernis, Netherlands.
Both tanks with a size of 14.6 meters diameter and
a height of 12.8 meters were constructed ‘on site’,
which of course gave the necessary restrictions of
works at a ‘life’ plant.
The tanks are substitutes for existing but ‘to-oldto-repair’ tanks and the pictures show the beautiful
result. ■

Verwater KNM Sdn Bhd
15 Jalan SB Dagang 4/1
Taman Sungei Besi Indah
43300 Seri Kembangan
Selangor, West Malaysia
Tel. +60(0)3.89463016
e-mail: info@verwater.com
P.C.C. Conserveringswerken bv
1 Februariweg 16, 4794 SM Heiningen, The Netherlands
Tel. +31(0)167.523915 / Fax +31(0)167.522275
e-mail: info@pcc-rotterdam.nl

Construction of a stainless
steel storage tank
Doel Nuclear Plant

Wielhove bv
Spui 19, 3161 ED Rhoon, The Netherlands

Negotiations on this project started already in 2007. Due to strict regulations at the nuclear

Colophon

plant of Doel, the specific ASME requirements, documentation, drawings, calculations and
preparation of this project, it took more time than for average tank constructions.
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Verwater KNM launch in Malaysia
A joint venture with KNM International Sdn Bhd was established
to enter the market of tank repairs and construction in Malaysia.
The KNM group has already a strong position in the Asian and
European market and together with the Tanknology of Verwater
this combination will give the best services in the field of tank
maintenance and new EPC tank construction projects.

The project consisted of the construction of a 1,500
m³ stainless steel storage tank for the purpose of
demin water.
Because the construction of this tank was part of
an entire revamping project, again the planning of
construction was tight and bounding.

For that reason, the good relationship and
detailed communication with the customer was
one of the most important issues.
All parties involved were very satisfied with the
end result of the construction. All goals were
met as specified in the very beginning of the
project. ■

Important dates
■ 	 Opening of new premises Oud Gastel, The Netherlands
16th of January 2010

■

Stocexpo Europe, Antwerp (B)
30th of March – 1st of April 2010

■

ILTA, Houston (USA) 24th – 26th of May 2010



